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Abstract: Dental implants are present day tool in replacement of missing tooth, success of implant is based on its 

Osseo integration to its alveolar bone, various factors influence this Osseo integration among one is surface 

modifications made in the implant. In this review we will brush up the current trends in surface modification and 

their role in Osseo integration.  
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1.     INTRODUCTION 

Titanium dental implants have come of age, especially in the last decade or so with regard to its biomechanical designs 

and alterations in surface properties to increase Osseo integration potential  .titanium has advantageous bulk properties 

such as low modulus of elasticity ,light weight, poor heat conduction and high strength to weight ratio
1
, 

To improve the Osseo integration potential, many attempts have been made to modify the structure, composition and 

chemistry of titanium surface. Various physical and chemical treatments of the titanium surface have been proposed to 

obtain the most biocompatible implant surface
2.
 

Thus the focus of this article is on implant surfaces, the methods used for their preparation and the effectiveness of 

different surface designs in promoting and maintaining Osseo integration as found in the literature. 

2.    GRIT BLASTING, ACIDETCHING AND MICROARC OXIDATION 

To improve the Osseo integration potential of machined, threaded implants the potential bone interface area is increased 

by grit blasting and acid etching or microarc oxidation
3
. 

Grit blasting results in an irregular surface with macro and microscopic surface features being related to the size and 

hardness of the blasting medium and other factors like pressure, angle and distance of the implant surface from the 

blasting source .aluminum oxide, titanium oxide and zirconium oxide particles have been used for blasting. 

Acid etching is carried out with 1%hydroflouric acid and even hydrochloric and sulfuric acid results indicated that acid 

etching after grit blasting removes the blasting particles and other impurities that might inadverintly adhere to the 

surface.it also results in the formation of small micro sized dimples over the entire surface .The average roughness of grit 

blaster and acid etched (SLA) surfaces was about 2.10 microns 

Cytotoxicity tests showed that SLA implants had non cytotoxic cellular effects and appear to be biocompatible .scanning 

electron microscopic examinations showed that the surface roughness produced by sand-blasting and acid etching could 

affect cell adhesion mechanisms. Osteoblasts like cells adhering to SLA surfaces showed an irregular morphology with 

many pseudopoda. These morphologic irregularities could improve initial cell anchorage.
4
 

The other beneficial aspect of acid treatment is in increasing surface hydrophobicity there by decreasing the rate of 

bacterial colonization of surfaces and allowing connective tissue cells develop matrix at the coronal implant region. Micro 
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arc oxidation (MAO) following grit blasting by zirconium particle has also been tried to impant surface qualities of 

implants. The blasted implants were cleaned ultrasonically in acetone, methanol and deionized water
.5
 MAO is carried out 

in an aqueous electrolyte, by applying pulsed DC field to the specimen. The surface of the blasted and micro oxidized 

implant has similar surface features to the only blasted surface but since it has gone through micro arc oxidizing ,very 

small pores can be found. The porous surface profiles in the Nano meter range play an important  role in the absorption of 

proteins, adhesion of osteoblastic cells and thus the rate his case is of osseointegration.the average roughness in this case 

is 0.182µm  whereas for smooth machined implant it is 0.063µm. 

3.     SURFACE MODIFICATION BY PLASMA SPRAYING 

Plasma sprayed implants are formed by introducing powders with particles of 100-300µm size through the peripheral 

region of hot plasma flame whereby they are partially or fully melted and then sprayed at high velocity as molten spats on 

a relatively cool metal surface and they rapidly solidify on the preroughened surface .repeated deposition results in the 

buildup of desired thickness of about 30-50 microns.
6
 

Such plasma spraying are carried out by either Ti or hydroxyapatite powders. The later consists mainly of tricalcium 

phosphate, amorphous calcium phosphate and calcium oxide .Ti powder results in chemical bonding of coating –substrate 

structure while HA is almost entirely dependent on mechanical interlocking. 
7
While increased osteo conductivity has been 

observed in HA plasma sprayed implants there are other problems associated with the same. Because of difference of 

coefficient of thermal expansion between various HA and titanium surfaces, cracking of the former will occur during 

cooling after the deposition  process as a consequence disturbed coating surface might lead to increased mechanical 

abrasion due to high tension stresses
8
 

4.     BIOCHEMICAL MODIFICATION OF TITANIUM IMPLANT SURFACES 

Biochemical (biomimetic) surface modification is carried out by immobilizing small peptides found in the extracellular 

proteins to promote cell adhesion .the most important peptide sequence is RGD(ARGININE-GLYCINE-ASPERTIC 

ACID)derived from fibro nectin
9
 .In general an increase in cell numbers and more spread cells were observed in bioactive 

substrates (containing RGD)compared to bio inactive surface .more fibroblasts were present on smooth than on rough 

surface
10

. More fibroblasts were present on smooth than on rough surfaces whereas opposite tendency was observed for 

osteoblasts. 

5.    SINTERED POROUS SURFACE IMPLANTS 

Sintering of titanium alloy powder is performed to form a porous surfaced  structure by solid state diffusion process in 

which metal particles achieve metallurgical bonding.
11

 Through a judicious choice of sintering parameters (temperature 

,time and atmospheric pressure)structures can be formed with an interconnected porous network of desired size and 

volume with pores uniformly distributed throughout the structure (pore size 50-150µm)in this way surface area of an 

implant can be increased by 2.5-3 times and extremely short implants (5mm sized implants can be placed in areas of 

shorter bone height /SPS surfaces have been shown to be osteoconductive .it has been shown in rabbits models That SPS 

surfaces have significantly faster Osseo integration compared to plasma sprayed implants.
12

 

6.    IMPLANT-SOFT CONNECTIVE TISSUE INTERFACE 

For long term success of implants, equally important along with Osseo integration is the establishment and maintenance 

of soft connective tissue –implant interface at the coronal implant region. A smooth machined ,polished implant surface 

with an average roughness of 0.1µm to 0.03µm and having 1-2 mm length is preferred  this is because fibroblasts and in 

some cases epithelial cells show preference for smoother surface whereas osteoblasts exhibits a more osteoblastic 

phenotype on rough titanium surface .it has been seen that significant amount of bone loss occurs collarless implants 

which effects long term prognosis
13

 

Implant surface preparation by machining, grit blasting and plasma spraying are often referred to as subtractive process as 

they involve removal of material from the implant surface whereas plasma spraying and sintering can be described as 

additive process as material is added to the substrate.
14
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In compromised implantation sites where short implant lengths must be used or in low bone density sites where rapid 

Osseo integration is the need of the hour: the use of various surface modified implants as described earlier will provide 

greater reliability in these challenging situations. 
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